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Abstract. The nanosatellite optical downlink experiment (NODE) implements a free-space optical communications (lasercom) capability on a CubeSat platform that can support low earth orbit (LEO) to ground downlink rates > 10 Mbps. A primary goal of NODE is to leverage commercially available technologies to provide a scalable and cost-effective alternative to radio-frequency-based communications. The NODE transmitter uses a 200-mW 1550-nm master-oscillator power-amplifier design using power-efficient M-ary pulse position modulation. To facilitate pointing the 0.12-deg downlink beam, NODE augments spacecraft body pointing with a microelectromechanical fast steering mirror (FSM) and uses an 850-nm uplink beacon to an onboard CCD camera. The 30-cm aperture ground telescope uses an infrared camera and FSM for tracking to an avalanche photodiode detector-based receiver. Here, we describe our approach to transition prototype transmitter and receiver designs to a full end-to-end CubeSat-scale system. This includes link budget refinement, drive electronics miniaturization, packaging reduction, improvements to pointing and attitude estimation, implementation of modulation, coding, and interleaving, and ground station receiver design. We capture trades and technology development needs and outline plans for integrated system ground testing.
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1 Introduction

The increasing use of nanosatellites as host platforms for increasingly data-intensive sensors such as hyperspectral imagers or video, drives a need for more power-efficient, higher-rate data downlink capability. CubeSats, the dominant standard for nanosatellites, have limited size, weight, and power, making it difficult to accommodate high gain radio-frequency (RF) antennas. This pushes most CubeSat missions with high data rate needs to use ground stations with large, high-gain apertures (dish diameters ranging from 5 to 20 m). There are also regulatory challenges in obtaining RF licenses with substantial bandwidth for CubeSat missions; even management of the many narrow-bandwidth license requests has become an issue. An alternative to traditional RF communications is desirable for CubeSats.

1.1 Rise of Nanosatellites

The availability of low-cost launches has led to exponential growth in nanosatellite programs over the last 15 years. Nanosatellites typically have a total mass of less than 10 to 15 kg and include standard CubeSat form factors (multiples of a 10 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm, 1.33 kg cube, or 1U) up to about 6U in size. These standardized satellites are launched in deployers such as those used by NanoRacks CubeSat Deployer Services. While early nanosatellites were limited in performance, carrying only low size, weight, and power (SWaP) payloads such as magnetometers, the miniaturization of consumer electronics and research sensors has enabled more advanced payloads to fit on nanosatellites. These satellites have been used for technology demonstrations such as microsized microwave atmospheric sounders, commercial imaging ventures such as Planet Labs (name recently shortened to just “Planet”) and scientific endeavors. While we note that lasercom systems designed for nanosatellites may also have utility for microsatellites (mass of less than 50 kg), in this work, we focus on CubeSats due to their dominance of the small satellite market.

1.2 Motivation for CubeSat Lasercom

CubeSats now carry more advanced, power-intensive payloads that generate large amounts of data. Such missions are limited by their ability to downlink data using traditional, RF communication systems at ultrahigh frequency (UHF) with CubeSat tape-spring antennas. For example, in Ref. 10, a multispectral imager on a 6U CubeSat is limited to 63 s of imaging because the S-band downlink at 14 Mbps consumes enough power that it can only be run for 10 min each orbit. RF downlink on CubeSats is limited by transmit power and the cost and availability of high-gain ground stations. Because of these data rate demands, the maximum data rate of CubeSat RF communications has greatly increased in recent years, partly through increasing to higher frequency bands and partly through using higher gain ground stations. According to Klofas and Leveque, the highest RF...
CubeSat data rate as of 2013 was 2.6 Mbps using the L3 Cadet UHF radio; since then, the maximum data rate achieved was 100 Mbps using an X-band system. Other high-data-rate demonstrations are in formulation such as the Aquila Space Ka-band system with expected performance of 200 Mbps up to 320 Mbps and X-band systems such as those from Tethers Unlimited with over 100 Mbps. However, to achieve these data rates, higher power transmitters or higher gain ground stations are required, and the RF licensing process is lengthy.

Laser communications (lasercom) offers an alternative to RF communications for nanosatellites because of the power efficiency of high data rate transmissions. Figure 1 shows the utility of lasercom systems for two example advanced payloads (a hyperspectral imager and a video camera) and the lack of need for lasercom for two more traditional CubeSat payloads (a magnetometer and a low-resolution camera). The magnetometer and the low-resolution camera, even when operating at 100% duty cycle, do not produce enough data to challenge UHF communication systems. However, a hyperspectral imager as in Mandl (2015) consumes 10 W of power and produces over 10 Mbps of data. If run at 100% duty cycle, this hyperspectral imager can consume more power than a 3U CubeSat can produce; even a 6U CubeSat is challenged. For example, a 3U CubeSat may generate 13 W-h of power per orbit, while a hyperspectral imager may consume 10 W-h per orbit. Even if a system had enough ground stations that access time did not limit communications, the power of the CubeSat payload plus RF communications system would limit the payload duty cycle.

1.3 Nanosatellite Optical Downlink Experiment Overview

In this paper, we describe the nanosatellite optical downlink experiment (NODE), which is a low-cost, commercial off the shelf (COTS)-based lasercom downlink payload being designed and built at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. NODE will demonstrate a direct detection architecture, a fast steering mirror (FSM) to augment coarse bus pointing control, and an uplink beacon to aid bus pointing knowledge. The NODE demonstration is designed both to demonstrate low-SWaP downlink (greater than 40 Mbps to a 1-m telescope or 10 Mbps to a 30-cm telescope) and to characterize performance through built-in self testing and mirror feedback. This paper expands on the results presented in Ref. 22 by contributing details on implementation of the design and system-level developments toward the NODE demonstration. The NODE system consists of a transmitter payload on board a commercial spacecraft, referred to here as the “host,” and two possible ground terminals equipped with a COTS avalanche photodiode detector (APD) and electronics that will store and later demodulate the signal. In addition to the planned 30-cm amateur telescope (AT) with augmented tracking capability and receive components including an APD, NODE may also downlink to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Optical Communications Telescope Laboratory (OCTL) telescope (1-m class), also equipped with an APD and NODE receive electronics. The OCTL option can test higher data rates, while the AT will be tested as a low-cost lasercom ground station alternative. The transmitter uses 1550-nm COTS parts and a master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA) architecture to generate 0.2 W transmit power collimated to a modest 2.26 mrad. NODE is designed to accommodate the pointing capabilities and mission constraints of the host, so the pointing control uplink beacon is in a bistatic configuration, with the beacon receiver integrated with the host camera due to the volume constraints of the host. It would be advisable to revisit the bistatic versus monostatic configuration for different host constraints. Additional details on the concept of operations can be found in Refs. 22, 25, and 28.

1.4 Paper Organization

The following sections describe the NODE simulation, design, and hardware in the loop experiments. In Sec. 2, we describe the state-of-the-art nanosatellite laser communications demonstrations and related work, including previous space-based lasercom demonstrations, missions in development, and key technologies. In Sec. 3, we describe a new probabilistic approach to lasercom link analysis that allows us to model the effects of uncertainties in the system and
prioritize modeling and test efforts. In Sec. 4, we build on work by Kingsbury and describe the design approach and prototyping of the electronics and packaging for the transmitter and receiver.

2 Background

While lasercom has been demonstrated on missions such as the Lunar Laser Communication Demonstration (LLCD), there are unique challenges in developing a laser communications system for the limited SWaP available for CubeSats that can compete with and outperform existing RF solutions while also maintaining the COTS and low-cost philosophy that permeates the CubeSat landscape. In the following sections, we describe key developments in lasercom for microsatellites and CubeSats. We also include some components relevant to lasercom that have been flown for other mission applications (e.g., laser altimetry, laser ranging, and lidar). We attempt to briefly capture the basic relevant information here, along with recent mission concepts and status updates since Kingsbury, and refer the reader to that thesis for more detail.

2.1 Previous Space-Based Lasercom Demonstrations

Laser communications from space have been demonstrated by several missions with larger satellites. For example, in 2005, the Optical Inter-Orbit Communications Engineering Test Satellite (OICETS), a 570-kg satellite, demonstrated intersatellite lasercom links using the Laser Utilizing Communications Equipment (LUCE) in cooperation with the Advanced Relay and Technology Mission (ARTEMIS) satellite. LUCE was a 140-kg, 220-W payload, operated at 847 nm, and used on-off-keying (OOK) to crosslink at nearly 50 Mbps. More recently, in 2013, LLC on the Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE) demonstrated up to 622 Mbps from lunar orbit using a 0.5-W, 15-μrad beam at 1550 nm. Lasercom technology continues to be integrated with space platforms, such as the Optical Payload for Lasercomm Science (OPALS), a payload on board the International Space Station (ISS), which demonstrated up to 50 Mbps downlink using a 1550-nm 1-W beam and a 976-nm uplink beacon for pointing knowledge to the OCTL 1-m telescope. The Lunar Communication Relay Demonstration (LCRD) extends the work of LLC to geo-stationary applications. Technology readiness level development is underway at NASA on the Deep Space Optical Terminal program. Finally, 10-Mbps lasercom was recently demonstrated from a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) micro-satellite in the Small Optical Transponder (SOTA) experiment.

2.2 Programs in Development

In this section, we summarize ongoing efforts to develop CubeSat lasercom systems, related technologies, and lasercom ground support systems.

2.2.1 CubeSat lasercom

There are several other efforts to develop lasercom systems and modules for CubeSats. The Aerospace Corporation (referred to as “Aerospace” for brevity in this work) is developing the Optical Communications and Sensor Demonstration (OCSD), which will demonstrate over 5 Mbps downlink to 30 and 80 cm ground stations with a 10-W 1064-nm beam. OCSD will body-point their planned 0.2-deg beam. Compact modulators for high data rate CubeSat lasercom are in development that plan to use differential pulse position modulation to improve power efficiency of the laser signal. Fibertek is developing a 1U CubeSat terminal for deep-space as part of the NASA small business innovation in research program, and other interplanetary lasercom work is also underway at NASA by Kovalik et al.

2.2.2 Recent developments in industry

Ground support systems for lasercom are an active area of work. BridgeSat, a new communications company, has partnered with Surrey to develop small satellites and a network of lasercom ground stations for satellite downlink use. Fibertek is also developing modular ground stations for space-based lasercom systems that are scalable to hundreds of Gbps. Additionally, the technology readiness level of advanced compact lasercom systems continues to improve in research laboratories.

Technologies related to CubeSat lasercom such as CubeSat-based lasers for other applications and detectors that could be used for lasercom crosslinks are in development. Several mainstream media articles have documented the growing interest in lasercom for unmanned aerial vehicles at companies such as Google and Facebook for remote internet access, which would have similar payload SWaP constraints to CubeSats, and demonstrations are under way. For example, the Google Loon program has demonstrated 155 Mbps over a 100-km range between two balloons under diverse conditions.

2.3 Key Enabling Technologies

The key enabling technologies for CubeSat lasercom are improved pointing control for both the CubeSat and ground terminal, power efficiency, and compact electronics and packaging.

In order for lasercom on CubeSats to be competitive with RF solutions, the spacecraft terminal needs to be able to point a less than 5 mrad beam with a high slew rate (1 deg/s) despite uncertain spacecraft moments of inertia. A low initial lasercom demonstration with this modest beamwidth would help to define a path toward much more efficient, higher-bandwidth systems that could support higher rates with 100 μrad beams. Most CubeSats use attitude determination systems that cannot achieve this level of control, although significant efforts are underway to incorporate low-cost star trackers onto CubeSats. CubeSat laser communication systems must therefore be able to accommodate coarse bus attitude control. In contrast, the beamwidths necessary for high data rate downlinks with low power are shown in the lower left corner of Fig. 2. The demonstrated state-of-the-art in CubeSat control, as shown in Table 1, includes degree-level pointing control on several missions and 45 arc sec (0.2 mrad) pointing in the Bright Target Explorer (BRITE) constellation, but the arcsecond pointing application was for staring at fixed distant objects (stars). While propulsive maneuvers requiring precise pointing have been demonstrated, this level of attitude control performance has not been reported during slew maneuvers similar to what would be required for LEO lasercom downlinks. Another challenge for CubeSat lasercom is power efficiency, given the limited power available to the host.
spacecraft. Per the design trades discussed by Kingsbury, space-rated erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) are available, but do not fit the SWaP constraints of CubeSats. Commercially available EDFAs used in the telecommunications (telecom) industry, however, are available that meet the SWaP constraints. The use of COTS parts, if they can meet the power requirements of the space terminal and survive in the space environment for the CubeSat mission lifetime (typically less than 5 years) helps to keep the cost low.

Another enabling factor for space-based lasercom systems is the development of a geographically diverse ground station network to ensure reliability of access, because weather can temporarily block transmission of optical signals. Previous laser communication demonstrations have used large ground receive telescopes, such as OCTL or several smaller apertures, such as lunar lasercom ground terminal (LLGT). Such terminals, which also tend to use very sensitive detectors, such as superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors, are expensive to build and maintain, and fielding enough ground stations to support a mission’s desired availability may prove prohibitively expensive. To make near-real-time access to downlinked data a possibility, we have developed a receive telescope based on 30-cm-diameter amateur telescopes with COTS detectors.

**3 Modeling and Simulation**

In this section, we present two aspects of NODE simulation: link analysis and pointing simulation.

**3.1 Link Modeling and Simulation**

Using traditional, deterministic analysis approaches, which calculate link margin using conservative estimates of inputs, can result in lasercom system designs that do not optimize data rate. This is particularly applicable for CubeSat lasercom systems, in which uncertainties are especially large because of COTS parts and unknown mission parameters, and conservatism is less necessary because risk is more easily tolerated compared with larger systems. In this section, we present a link analysis with preliminary uncertainty quantification and propagation, and a sensitivity analysis based on the approach by Saltelli et al. and Stout to guide next steps in modeling and test efforts. A comparison with previous deterministic link results described by Kingsbury highlights the potential for higher performance using the uncertainty-based approach.

From Ref. 68, the equation for approximating channel capacity is

$$C = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{P_f R B}{N_0} \right)$$

where $C$ is the channel capacity (bits per second), $P_f R B$ is the total power available for transmission (watts), and $N_0$ is the spectral density of the noise power (watts per hertz). The equation assumes a thermal noise bandwidth of 1 hertz and an orbital bit error rate of 10^-4.
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\[
C = \frac{1}{\log(2)E_s} \left( \frac{P_{\text{req}}^2}{\frac{T_s}{\log(\text{PPM})} + \frac{P_{\text{req}}}{2P_{\text{PPM}}T_s} + \frac{P_{\text{req}}}{\log(\text{PPM})} + E_s} \right),
\]

(1)

where \( C \) is the channel capacity in bits per second, \( P_{\text{req}} \) is the power required for a particular data rate in Watts, pulse position modulation (PPM) is the order of the pulse position modulation (a power of two between 8 and 512), \( T_s \) is the slotwidth of the PPM in seconds (we use 5 ns), and \( E_s \) is the energy of a photon in Joules. The NODE system operates at \( \lambda = 1550 \text{ nm} \) so the energy per photon is \( 1.28 \times 10^{-19} \text{ J} \).

Equation (1) describes the “channel” bits per second. The actual rate of data transmission relates to the channel capacity combined with “taxes” for error-correcting bits, acquisition headers, intersymbol guard time, and data framing. It is more common for these to be accounted for in the received or required power calculations, and one would maintain a constant data rate and average power but increase the slotwidth/decrease the power per slot to compensate for the added bits. However, in our system, the slot width is fixed. However, in our system, the slot width is fixed. Per Kingsbury, decreasing the slot width challenges the bandwidth of the COTS APD, and increasing the laser slot width causes a poor extinction ratio. Decreasing the slot width would also decrease the power per slot at the APD beyond acceptable limits. Also, by deciding to maintain a constant slot rate, clock synchronization is easier. Therefore the power per slot remains the same, but the data rate is decreased as the miscellaneous coding bits are added, as shown in Table 2.

The margin of the link for each data rate is defined as the difference between power received and power required in decibels (dB). The received power (in dB) is the transmitted power plus gains from transmit and receive telescopes minus losses from various sources (such as transmitter and receiver optics, free-space loss, atmospheric loss, and pointing loss).

\[
P_{\text{rec}} = P_T + G_T + G_R - L_T - L_R - L_{FS} - L_{atm} - L_{pointing}.
\]

(2)

\( P_T \) is the transmit power, \( G_T \) is the transmitter gain, \( G_R \) is the receiver gain, \( L_T \) is the transmitter optical loss, \( L_R \) is the receiver optical loss, \( L_{FS} \) is the free-space loss, \( L_{atm} \) is the atmospheric loss, and \( L_{pointing} \) is the pointing loss.

### Table 2. List of scaling factors used to estimate the data bit rate from the channel bit rate. Because NODE uses a constant slot width, the link budget scales the data rate instead of the power and slot width to account for error correcting bits and other factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Data rate scaling factor</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS error correction</td>
<td>239/255</td>
<td>Using a (239,256) RS code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition header</td>
<td>995/1000</td>
<td>5 ms/s for modulation framing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersymbol guard time</td>
<td>PPM/PPM + 1</td>
<td>One guard slot per symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataframe</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>2% overhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined scaling</td>
<td>0.81 to 0.91</td>
<td>Product of above for various PPM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Atmospheric loss is a function of loss from absorption by water vapor. On a cloudy day, atmospheric loss will be too high to permit an optical link. On a perfectly clear day when the satellite is directly overhead, this loss can be as low as 0.5 dB. Future work will include a detailed MODTRAN analysis of expected atmospheric loss for NODE.

The required power (in dB) is

\[
P_{\text{req.dB}} = 10 \times \log_{10}(P_{\text{signal,W}}) - L_{\text{imp}},
\]

(3)

where \( P_{\text{signal,W}} \) is the required average signal power in Watts to differentiate from noise at a given bit error rate (BER), and \( L_{\text{imp}} \) is an implementation loss. This loss was measured to be \( \sim 5 \text{ dB} \) based on benchtop measurements described by Kingsbury,22 which we treat as a lower bound on implementation loss in case moving from a benchtop setting to a packaged flight setting causes additional implementation losses.

The average power is a function of the power required for an “on” slot and the power ratio of the peak to average power, both of which are a function of both signal power and noise power.

\[
P_{\text{signal,W}} = \frac{P_{\text{peaktoave}}}{P_{\text{PR}}}.
\]

(4)

### 3.1.1 Common lasercom losses that do not affect NODE

There are several losses commonly found in lasercom link budgets that do not affect the current NODE system. (i) Detector blocking loss: this applies to Geiger Mode APDs (GM-APDs), but the NODE APD is linear mode. (ii) Coding gain/loss: as described in Sec. 3.1, the NODE slotwidth is fixed, so additional bits for coding do not affect the received power but rather impact the overall data rate. (iii) Interleaver efficiency: same reason as coding gain/loss. (iv) Truncation loss: this refers to optical truncation. The optical truncation at the receiver is book-kept by scaling the receiver area to account for the blocking by the secondary mirror. The transmitter does not have a truncation because the transmit aperture is wider than the beamwidth. (v) Scintillation loss: because of aperture averaging, in which the aperture is large enough that the variation in power across the area of the aperture average out the effects of scintillation, NODE does not encounter significant scintillation loss. According to Ref. 69 (p. 496), a 30-cm receive aperture is beyond the knee in the curve of the scintillation index, so scintillation loss is negligible.

### 3.1.2 Deterministic link budget simulation results

Table 3 compares the low data rate predicted using the in-progress AT ground station with a higher data rate using the OCTL ground station. We used conservative estimates in each row for the new analysis to be consistent with the deterministic analysis reported by Kingsbury.22 Because this is a technology demonstration experiment, the result of less than 1 dB of margin for the 1000-km link to the AT suggests that low elevation angle test conditions may be challenging to close at times, and this may provide a set of stressing conditions to examine BER variation and system
Table 3  Comparison of link margin for the initial NODE demonstration for two different ground stations, 1-m aperture OCTL, and a 30-cm aperture AT. Note that the data bit rates include scaling factors such as error correction bits and header bits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input parameters</th>
<th>Amateur telescope</th>
<th>OCTL</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel data rate</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Mbps</td>
<td>Constant slot rate of $2.00E + 08$ Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPM order</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Laser transmitter**

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average optical output power</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Unchanged transmitter architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser wavelength</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extinction ratio</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>Kingsbury measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-power beamwidth</td>
<td>2.260</td>
<td>2.260</td>
<td>mrad</td>
<td>Selected flight collimator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Receive telescope and optics**

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focal length</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>AT datasheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture diameter</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>Scaled AT to account for secondary mirror</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Background noise**

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FoV</td>
<td>7.14E-05</td>
<td>2.64E-06</td>
<td>rad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky spectral radiance</td>
<td>6.00E-04</td>
<td>6.00E-04</td>
<td>W/cm² × SR × μm</td>
<td>Originally from Hemmat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical filter bandwidth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Receiver electronics**

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APD gain</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsivity</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>A/W</td>
<td>Measured value from Kingsbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess noise factor</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>From device sales sheet via Kingsbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise equivalent power</td>
<td>2.80E-09</td>
<td>2.80E-09</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>From device sales sheet via Kingsbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise equivalent bandwidth</td>
<td>3.00E + 08</td>
<td>3.00E + 08</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>Larger than signal bandwidth Kingsbury</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Link budget summary**

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser avg. optical power</td>
<td>−7.0</td>
<td>−7.0</td>
<td>dBW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit optical losses</td>
<td>−1.5</td>
<td>−1.5</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>Accounting for 0.3 dB per planned splice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit antenna gain</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>dBi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointing loss</td>
<td>−3.0</td>
<td>−3.0</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path loss at 1000 km</td>
<td>−258.2</td>
<td>−258.2</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric loss</td>
<td>−1.0</td>
<td>−1.0</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive antenna gain</td>
<td>114.7</td>
<td>126.1</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive optics losses</td>
<td>−2.0</td>
<td>−3.0</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>AT assumes −1 dB for beamsplitter plus miscellaneous losses; OCTL has higher losses due to more complicated optics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Margin at 1000 km**

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Implementation loss</td>
<td>−3.0</td>
<td>−3.0</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>Measured value from Kingsbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal power at detector</td>
<td>−92.95</td>
<td>−82.6</td>
<td>dBW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal power req’d, BER = 1e−4</td>
<td>−93.2</td>
<td>−84.2</td>
<td>dBW</td>
<td>Includes implementation loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margin at 1000 km</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>Maximum range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Margin 600 km**

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Margin 600 km</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>Nominal range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 Input distributions for Monte Carlo analysis. The distributions are uniform in scalar units rather than decibel units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pointing error</td>
<td>N(0, 0.35) mrad</td>
<td>Sum of various errors from preliminary pointing budget for precalibration case, so normal distribution is assumed (postcalibration has negligible uncertainty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPBW</td>
<td>2.26 mrad ± 1%</td>
<td>Per collimator datasheet(^\text{25})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx optical losses</td>
<td>N(−1.5, −0.5) dB</td>
<td>Assumes 0.3 dB per splice plus 0.5 dB for miscellaneous losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>U(6.31 \times 10^{-5}, 1.58 \times 10^{-4})</td>
<td>Reported in Kingsbury that ER varied between −38 and −42 dB(^\text{22})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT Rx optics losses</td>
<td>U(0.5, 0.8)</td>
<td>−1 dB for beamsplitter (not yet selected), −2 dB for other miscellaneous losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTL Rx optics losses</td>
<td>U(0.35, 0.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_{\text{implementation}})</td>
<td>U(0.4, 0.5)</td>
<td>Kingsbury measured −3 dB in a benchtop test(^\text{22})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

performance. This link budget will vary based on the atmospheric conditions at the time of experiment because of atmospheric losses and seeing. An atmospheric loss of 1 dB or better is expected about 70% of the time at zenith at Table Mountain, where we plan to operate, based on Nugent et al.,\(^\text{73}\) or 60% of the time at 20 deg above the horizon if scaling the zenith cumulative distribution from Nugent using the Beer–Lambert law. Occasionally, the \(D/r_0\) parameter may cause losses because of seeing; however, statistics of \(r_0\) from Aliss and Felton\(^\text{24}\) gives a worst-case (5%) \(r_0\) of about 7 cm for Table Mountain at zenith (roughly 3.7 cm at lower elevation angles). With an APD diameter of 200 \(\mu\)m, an AT focal length of 2.8 m, and a diameter of 30 cm, the ratio \(D/r_0\) is only 8.2, while the spot on the APD could grow by 11 times before overfilling (i.e., received signal spot size is larger than the detector and the portion that falls outside of the detector is lost). In contrast, OCTL has a focal length of 75.8 m and a diameter of 1 m; therefore, the spot can only grow by 1.4 times before overfilling without a focusing lens, yet \(D/r_0\) is 27.2, so refocusing optics will be required similar to what was used on LLCD.\(^\text{25}\)

We note that 73 Mbps is an upper bound on possible data rate with this component selection based on limitations of the hardware and software. (The architecture is scalable by design.\(^\text{25}\)) Even if margin were available, such as through use of more sensitive detectors or larger aperture ground stations, using 4-PPM and the desired slot width (5 ns for this system for reasons described in Sec. 3.1) prevents scaling to higher data rates, so future work should include investigating the constraints of the transmitter optical subassembly (TOSA). Improved designs that can leverage wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) or more scalable modulation formats such as frequency shift keying could also improve the data rate.

3.1.3 Probabilistic link budget simulation results

We modeled the link uncertainties using Monte Carlo analysis, which gives insight into the probability of having negative margin, rather than the traditional approach which gives a pass/fail estimate of having more than 3-dB margin. Then we used two kinds of sensitivity analyses, local/gradient and global sensitivity analyses, to prioritize testing. The input distributions used in the initial Monte Carlo analysis are given in Table 4. The Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis results, shown in Fig. 3, estimate a high probability of positive margin for both OCTL and the AT, but the low elevation angle cases show a moderate chance of negative link margin for the 10 Mbps to the AT, and they indicate margin as expected is higher for overhead transmission than for links near the horizon (20-deg elevation angle), when the free-space loss would be greater. OCTL is able to have positive margin when receiving higher data rates than the AT ground station.

Motivation for performing a sensitivity analysis includes: (i) to find the sensitivity of the value of a parameter through gradient sensitivity analysis to inform redesign decisions and (ii) to find the sensitivity of the variance, or uncertainty, of a parameter through a global, variance-based sensitivity analysis to inform testing prioritization. To assess the gradient sensitivities, we varied each input parameter by 1% to perform a standard gradient sensitivity analysis, and then ranked the inputs based on the absolute value of the slope of the link margin. We use global sensitivity analysis to investigate key inputs under the marginal conditions at the horizon to prioritize testing and detailed modeling efforts as the program approaches system integration and test. The global sensitivity approach is based on Chapter 4 of Ref. 66, which defines sensitivity, \(S_i\), as

\[
S_i = \frac{\text{Var}[E(Y|X_i)]}{\text{Var}(Y)},
\]

where \(Y\) is the quantity of interest and \(X\) is the input of interest. \(E(Y|X_i)\) gives the expected value of \(Y\) given a known value for \(X_i\). A Monte Carlo analysis was used to determine the distribution, and therefore the variance, of \(Y\) (in this case, the link margin). A Monte Carlo analysis was then used to find the expected value of \(Y\) given a particular value for each input and the distribution of other inputs, and this was repeated for each possible value of each input. The variance of the resulting distribution for each input was taken to find \(\text{Var}[E(Y|X_i)]\).

We analyzed inputs currently thought to be changeable or testable: pointing error, beamwidth, transmitter and receiver optics losses, extinction ratio, and implementation loss. As shown in Fig. 3, we find that receiver optics loss is the biggest contributor to margin uncertainty, followed by transmitter optics losses, implementation loss, and pointing error. We found that the extinction ratio and half-power beamwidth.
uncertainties had a negligible effect on the margin uncertainty. Gradient sensitivity analysis of both OCTL and the AT configurations assuming 1000-km range indicates pointing loss is the biggest contributor to the link margin, followed by implementation loss, half-power beam width, transmitter optics loss, and extinction ratio, indicating that a small change in pointing error or beamwidth will have the greatest effect on improving link margin. Moving forward, we will increase our emphasis on measuring optics losses, and we will use the gradient results, should any design changes be required.

3.2 Spacecraft Pointing

NODE is designed to support CubeSats with an initial pointing accuracy of ±3 deg (3-σ) and the capability to slew at up to 1 deg/s to enable ground tracking from a 400-km orbit. NODE improves the bus pointing to ±1 deg (3-σ) with beacon tracking, which allows an overlap with the fine steering stage range so that fine corrections can be applied. The optical beam deflection will be up to twice as much as the range depending on the optical configuration, so this ensures that the fine steering mechanism will not be operating near saturation. The second requirement of the fine stage is that it provides steering accuracy to ±1.05 mrad (3-σ), which limits its pointing loss to 3 dB or less.

Two simulations were developed to assess the pointing performance of NODE in Ref. 28. Neither of these simulations model position feedback from the FSM; this is an item for future work. We summarize the results from both simulations here but only describe the first simulation in detail. The first simulation models the postacquisition tracking performance of the system. If the host satellite achieves initial pointing within the required ±3 deg of the ground station, the beacon can be acquired instantaneously. This simulation begins at the moment of acquisition of the ground station and models the pointing performance of a representative CubeSat bus as well as the performance of the fine stage. Without Tx/Rx path misalignment and without feedback on the FSM position, the predicted pointing performance of NODE is 0.18 mrad (3σ). The second simulation, described in more detail in Ref. 28, focuses on calibration of the Tx/Rx alignment. Algorithms for the elimination of pointing bias are assessed to ensure that any on-orbit misalignment can be corrected. Results of this simulation indicate that Tx/Rx path misalignment can be reduced to 0.11 mrad or less. Combining results from both simulations, the predicted performance of NODE is ±0.3 mrad (3-σ), which meets the ±1.05 mrad fine pointing requirement with significant margin. In addition to this analysis, tests to characterize the response of the mirrors under the expected thermal range have been conducted, which are described further in Sec. 4.1.2.

The simulation consists of sensors, actuators, and software for estimation and control for the fine and coarse stages. The block diagram of the simulation is shown in Fig. 4. The coarse stage models a CubeSat bus with a reaction wheel actuator and gyroscope sensor. Precise position feedback is provided by the beacon detector on NODE. The fine stage FSM actuator is modeled to augment coarse pointing. The outer loop in Fig. 4 is the coarse pointing, which occurs at a rate of 4 Hz, while the inner fine pointing loop occurs at a rate of 10 Hz. Sources of error are included from sensors, actuators, and dynamics (which includes environmental disturbances, orbital knowledge, and knowledge of inertial attributes). The NODE beam is sufficiently wide that point-ahead error is negligible.
While only the pitch axis of the satellite is explicitly tracked in the single-axis simulation, environmental disturbances from a six degree of freedom (DOF) simulation are incorporated into the single-axis simulation. The pitch maneuver is modeled in the six-DOF simulation to generate a timeseries of environmental disturbances that include atmospheric drag, gravity gradient, solar radiation pressure, and magnetic disturbances.

3.2.1 Spacecraft pointing analysis results
Simulation results indicate that with the addition of an FSM, pointing improves by an order of magnitude. The environmental disturbance torques place significant strain on the host attitude determination and control system, even with estimation and compensation of disturbances. Disturbance torques are generated from the six-DOF simulation while executing ground track maneuvers. The pointing performance of the coarse and fine stages is shown in Fig. 5 and summarized in Table 5. With estimation and compensation for environmental disturbances, the coarse stage can achieve 0.82 mrad RMS, and the fine stage can achieve 0.06 mrad RMS with no Tx/Rx misalignment. When incorporating the calibration analysis, we can calibrate the effects of misalignment to a pointing error of 0.11 mrad, giving a combined pointing error of ~0.3 mrad.

4 Moving Toward a Flight Experiment: Hardware and Firmware Development
In this section, we describe the hardware, software, and control algorithm design and testing. Initial concept development and prototyping has been described in Refs. 22, 23, and 24. Here we extend this work to include descriptions of further design iterations and prototyping efforts. Building on the work of Kingsbury,22 the team has made progress in the areas of link analysis, circuit board prototyping, mechanical design, modulation, coding and interleaving, design and hardware in the loop control testing of the ground station, and space-qualifying of hardware. In Sec. 4.1, we describe the design and test approaches and results for the NODE transmitter module. In Sec. 4.2, we describe the design and testing of an AT lasercom ground terminal. In Sec. 4.3, we describe the NODE waveform, coding, and interleaving approach.

4.1 Transmitter
The NODE system uses a MOPA transmitter architecture for scalability, as described in Ref. 22, and a bistatic transmitter/receiver configuration as a result of the constraints on the available volume from the host spacecraft. The trade between a MOPA architecture and a high power laser diode is described further in Ref. 22. We assume the host has a payload that can be co-aligned with the transmit aperture toward Earth for closed-loop beacon tracking. A block diagram of the transmitter architecture is shown in Fig. 6. The power distribution unit and field-programmable gate array (FPGA) from the host spacecraft provide power to both the EDFA and FSM Driver Board, as well as other active components. The host FPGA will provide power to a separate NODE break-out board containing a comparator, an amplifier, and resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) for the TOSA. From the TOSA, optical fiber will carry the signal through a circulator directing the optical signal to two paths: a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) filter and a 99:1 coupler. The FBG reflects the optical signal of the desired frequency (frequency of the TOSA) back to the circulator, to continue to the EDFA via a coupler. Photodetectors (PDs) and 99:1 couplers are used for built-in self-test capability for verification of frequency and power output. The EDFA amplifies the signal, and a collimator narrows the beam to 2.26 mrad. The FSM is used to steer the optical beam, which exits via the transmit aperture. Components that dissipate a significant amount of heat in the system (EDFA and TOSA) have been placed in locations that are further from the locations of components requiring a high level of alignment (Collimator and FSM). While performance simulation results using lab-acquired thermal data indicate the NODE

Table 5  Summary of FSM thermal testing and sources of pointing error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error source</th>
<th>Worst-case magnitude (mrad)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermally induced deformation</td>
<td>&lt;0.15&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero position repeatability</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal sensitivity shift</td>
<td>0.15&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip/tilt command repeatability</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total error</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Further characterization required.
<sup>b</sup>With no compensation in software.
FSM is expected to meet its performance requirements with open-loop control on its position using a temperature-based lookup table. It is possible that additional uncertainties (from changes during the launch environment and alignment, thermal variability, and structural disturbances) could arise. A FSM feedback system consisting of a low-power laser diode and PD will be placed on-board to verify performance of the mirror, as shown in Fig. 6.

After the prototype validation performed in Ref. 22, development of the NODE spacecraft transmitter has centered on adapting it to fit within the severely constrained SWaP of the host spacecraft. This includes designing miniature electronics interface and driver boards, compact mechanical housing assemblies, and refining simulations of the modulation, coding, and interleaving toward flight firmware and software. Additional environmental and radiation tests and analyses are also underway.

4.1.1 Transmitter electronics

Work is currently underway on implementing the transmitter design into a low-SWaP package suitable for flight on a CubeSat. Three boards are in development for NODE: (i) the “Breakout Board,” carrying the laser control electronics, several resistance temperature detector (RTD) controllers for use in monitoring the temperature of various transmitter components, as well as a Texas Instruments MSP430 microcontroller to assist in interfacing with the host spacecraft, (ii) the driver electronics board for the FSM, which must maintain a steering resolution of 0.01 mrad and supply a drive voltage as high as 160 V, and (iii) and a printed circuit board (PCB)-mounted FSM. Prototypes of these boards can be seen in Fig. 6. Because of the low power and frequency and the shielded inductors used in the design, electromagnetic interference is not a concern. Prototyping of the boards has so far included basic verification with an oscilloscope.

A hardware-in-the-loop experimental setup was constructed in order to validate the performance of the MOPA transmitter, as shown in Fig. 7. The temperature and current of the TOSA board containing the seed laser are controlled by an ILX lightwave laser diode controller, and the laser diode is directly modulated by a Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGA. The output of the seed laser diode is filtered by the FBG circulator and the signal is then amplified by the EDFA before being received by an APD. Power levels are measured at the outputs of the laser diode, the FBG filter, and at the receiver in order to monitor and analyze the performance of the experimental setup.

4.1.2 Transmitter mechanical design

The transmitter module mechanical design is composed of two “trays” that are positioned on top of each other and fastened together. While the fiber racetrack tray is similar to the Aerospace OCSD mechanical design, NODE requires a second tray for the additional components. The mechanical layout is constrained by the bending radius and splice locations of the fiber that connect the components. The bottom tray houses and secures components such as the miniature electronics boards, lasers, and filters in cutouts with adhesive. The top tray is a “racetrack” in which the fiber wraps around restraints to maximize the bend radius and minimize losses, and extra fiber is accommodated. Figure 8 shows an initial CAD rendering of both trays with included components. A fit check with an early design revision is shown in Fig. 9.

Because of the complex geometries required for mounting components in the SWaP-constrained system, additive manufacturing techniques may be required as the design evolves, but the current design necessitates only traditional techniques.

Critical components and assemblies will undergo thermal testing to verify alignment at all temperature ranges, and thermal testing has already begun for the FSM, which has been found to perform consistently in the expected temperature range during initial thermal cycling in an air oven. Kingsbury and Riesing showed that the FSM is able to maintain the required accuracy for all expected temperatures, as shown in Table 6. The testbed developed for measuring FSM response and the thermal chamber used for environmental showed that the primary sources of FSM error are device hysteresis and thermal sensitivity. While mitigation strategies exist, including obtaining position feedback from the mirror, even without implementing the mitigations, the inclusion of the additional errors on the FSM measured during test into the pointing and tracking simulation results in overall pointing error of 0.38 mrad in the worst case, which is still within the pointing budget of 1.05 mrad.

Fig. 6 Block diagram of NODE transmitter architecture.
Fig. 7 Experimental configuration for transmitter alignment with FBG filter for measuring output signal extinction ratio.

Fig. 8 Initial CAD drawing of NODE transmitter tray module. (a) The component tray, (b) the component layout, and (c) the racetrack that holds the fiber loops is a work in progress. The components are numbered as follows: 1. TOSAs, 2. Breakout board, 3. PDs, 4. Fiber, 5. Driver Board, 6. Optical couplers, 7. FBG, 8. Circulator, 9. Signal collimator, 10. Feedback collimator, 11. FSM, 12. Transmitter aperture.

Fig. 9 Prototype hardware of transmitter housing and electronics. (a) is a fit check of key components in three-dimensional-printed structure. Jacketed fiber is shown to highlight the fiber routing. Couplers and a FBG fit into long slots, and the collimator fits into the short slot in bottom center. The FSM will fit in the deep slot opposite the collimator. Placement of other components, such as the mirror driver board shown in the center, is in revision as a result of this fit check. (b) shows the FSM driver board (left), unpopulated breakout board prototype (center), and FSM mounting PCB (top right).
4.1.3 Transmitter radiation assessment

We conducted a radiation analysis for the mission using the European Space Agency’s space environment information System, SPENVIS. As a LEO mission, NODE will be exposed to radiation from particles trapped by Earth’s magnetic field, from solar particle events (SPEs), and from galactic cosmic rays (GCR). The expected total ionizing dose (TID) as well as dose from trapped protons, trapped electrons, SPEs, and GCRs for various aluminum shielding thicknesses are displayed in Fig. 10. The chassis walls for the host spacecraft have a thickness between 1.0 and 5.0 mm, and from the SPENVIS results, aluminum shielding of these thicknesses will yield an expected TID level between 6.795 and 0.456 krad over the 1 year mission. While testing of similar electrical components has shown sensitivity to radiation effects, the board with the most sensitive components will have sufficient shielding to protect against high dose levels for the expected particle energy levels. Studies of the radiation effects on optical components, such as PDs, the FBG filter, and EDFA, have suggested that radiation does not significantly affect the performance of these components for typical radiation levels. Therefore the shielding provided by the chassis walls of the host spacecraft and the transmitter trays is likely to mitigate radiation effects of the trapped particle environment.

4.2 Ground Station

The ground station uses an AT (currently a Celestron CPC 1100) as the main aperture to collect the laser signal (the electronics are also designed to be compatible with OCTL as another possible ground station). A COTS APD converts the light into an electronic signal that is processed and delivered as the data output, and an infrared camera is used to aid in pointing and tracking of the telescope. Figure 11 shows the optical layout of the receiver. Table 7 contains the design parameters for the key ground station components. The limiting factor on this design is the field-of-view (FoV) of the APD sensor, due to the small size of the PD (just 200 μm).

We are developing a postprocessing receiver for NODE due to time and resource constraints. The receiver electronics will be modeled after the Lunar Laser OCTL Terminal (LLOT) employed by JPL during the LLCD. The receiver will sample the electrical signal from the APD using a 3.6-GS/s ultra wideband RF/IF portable recorder, employing a 12-bit A/D converter to provide a maximum sampling rate of 3.6 GS/s in single channel mode. It may record data at up to 4.8 GB/s and has 15.3 TB of solid state drive storage in a new technology file system redundant array of independent disks solid state disk array. In order to accurately reconstruct the signal digitally, Nyquist requires >400 MS/s sampling due to our 200 MHz slot rate, and the recorder gives us the ability to oversample the signal at rates ≥800 MS/s in order to more reliably demonstrate performance and test our clock recovery algorithms. While we have not yet performed signal-to-quantization-noise ratio calculations to determine the minimum number of bits per sample needed, we expect that the 12-bit A/D will be more than sufficient for our purposes since the LLOT used an 8-bit A/D successfully. After successfully sampling the waveform, the clock recovery algorithms, digital demodulator, deinterleaver, and decoder will recover the data. Figure 13 shows the functions of the postprocessing receiver.
Table 7  Ground station design parameters. The FoV of the APD and the tracking camera is given by the focal lengths of the telescope, collimator, and focal lenses, as well as by the size of the APD and the CCD sensor, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal spot size</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>μrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APD FoV</td>
<td>199.1</td>
<td>μrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking camera FoV</td>
<td>2.44 × 1.92</td>
<td>mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial pointing error (1 km error, 800 km range)</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSM accuracy required (mechanical)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSM range to cover camera FoV (mechanical)</td>
<td>±33.3</td>
<td>mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSM minimum size to cover camera FoV</td>
<td>11.7 × 10.3</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ground station pointing system consists of two stages: (i) the telescope control for satellite tracking and (ii) the FSM for fine pointing. The telescope provides coarse pointing of the tracking camera using the COTS telescope mount which has Azi-Alt gimbals. Custom tracking software uses the simplified generalized perturbations 4 (SGP4) orbit propagator and an Earth model from the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS). It is expected to provide the orbit determination error to less than 1 km, or the pointing vector estimation error to less than 0.06 deg for 1000-km range. With good knowledge of the telescope alignment with respect to a reference frame such as J2000 or the earth-centered-earth-fixed (ECEF) frame, it is possible to track the satellite within the FoV of the iNova PLB-Mx2 star tracking camera, an astronomy camera. (While amateur astronomers use the built-in telescope alignment capability for pointing the telescope to a known star manually, this method is not suitable for our application because the alignment accuracy is not quantifiable and it highly depends on the user ability.) The camera FoV is wide enough to take an image of star patterns of multiple stars as shown in Fig. 12. With multiple measurements from different parts of the sky, we can calculate the alignment of the telescope with respect to ECEF frame as well as the alignment of the star camera frame to the telescope mount. By comparing the star positions on the captured image and the expected star positions calculated from a star catalog, we can quantify the star camera’s accuracy as well as the pointing error. In our initial attempts with the closed loop approach, we have been able to image a star with an Orion camera and record the video. With a feedback loop using the star camera, we demonstrated a tracking error of about 60 arc sec or 0.3 mrad, which is smaller than the narrow FoV of the tracking camera. We expect that the residual error will be reduced to within the APD’s FoV when we add the fine pointing feedback loop of the tracking camera and FSM.

![Image](https://example.com/image.jpg)

Fig. 12  Identified star pattern image whose FoV is 7.8 deg x 5.9 deg.

circle markers, captured stars; crosses, stars from a star catalog.

We identify the stars in the star pattern image using a correlation-based star identification algorithm and calculate the attitude quaternion of the camera frame from the captured stars’ positions on the image and their positions from a star catalog in an inertial frame such as J2000.

4.3 Waveform, Coding, and Interleaving

NODE uses M-ary PPM (M-PPM) to encode the data and modulate the laser. PPM was chosen as the modulation format for NODE because we are using an average-power-limited EDFA implementation for low-cost COTS-based CubeSat lasercom, although other design approaches, such as coherent detection, may have advantages. The waveform selected for NODE may not be optimal for all cases. NODE nominal operations use 16-PPM, 32-PPM, 64-PPM, and 128-PPM. With the fixed slot width, the adjustable PPM order allows the data rate to change. Larger PPM orders result in larger peak power, and this larger peak power results in an increased SNR at the receiver. For this reason, larger PPM orders result in larger received SNR but lower data rates, and the inverse is true for low PPM orders. NODE will use an intersymbol guard “dead” time to prevent back-to-back pulses from hitting the EDFA, which would result in a loss in amplification because the EDFA would not have time to recover. The intersymbol guard time also provides a periodic reference that is helpful for clock recovery. Discussion and detail regarding the selection of PPM can be found Ref. 22.

NODE will use Reed–Solomon (RS) encoding, interleaving, and Gray coding to overcome the channel impairments. We chose to use RS as the error-correcting code since it is a strong error-correcting code and has many open-source implementations. Since the physical layer for NODE was designed to provide a 1 × 10⁻⁴ BER, an RS (255,239) code is sufficient to provide near error-free performance. Full system tests may indicate that a lower rate code should be used, and the codec for NODE may be set to a different rate in software before launch. However, once on orbit, the code rate will be fixed.

It has been shown that the optical channel from LEO to ground is characterized by long fades on the order of milliseconds that result in burst errors for the data. These burst errors cause multiple correlated errors in one codeword, and the fades are long enough such that the number of errors in one codeword will exceed the error correcting capabilities of the code. Linear block codes, such as RS codes, do not perform well in the presence of burst errors because entire codewords may be lost. Interleavers have been shown to effectively combat the negative effects caused by channel
fades when paired with forward error correction, and for this reason, NODE will use a block interleaver.\textsuperscript{22,72,93,94} We chose a fade depth of 1 s since a common design practice for interleavers is to have the depth of the interleaver be 100 to 1000 times the coherence time of the channel fading process, which, as stated earlier, is on the order of milliseconds.

Since NODE will use PPM orders of 16, 32, 64, and 128, the modulator will encode 4, 5, 6, and 7 bits per PPM symbol, respectively. The RS(255,239) code uses 8 bits per RS symbol. This poses a problem, as two PPM symbols span each RS symbol for PPM orders of 32, 64, and 128. If either PPM symbol is received in error, the codeword will be received in error, and with two PPM symbols spanning each RS symbol, one PPM symbol error could cause two RS symbols to be received in error. This would result in more errors per RS codeword than expected. To reduce the amount of bit errors caused by this occurrence, NODE will use Gray coding on the encoded and interleaved data stream before it is passed into the modulator. In the presence of non-optimal receiver synchronization, symbol errors may occur when the receiver erroneously decides that a slot adjacent to the transmitted slot was sent, and Gray coding will ensure the symbols corresponding to adjacent slots are mapped into bit patterns that differ by only one bit. In this way, the number of RS symbol errors may be minimized for NODE so that there is a lesser chance that the RS(255,239) code is pushed beyond its error-correcting capabilities.

### 4.3.1 Waveform, coding, interleaving firmware development

The block diagram in Fig. 13 gives an overview of the waveform design and receiver electronics as presented in Sec. 4.3. Results obtained from our MATLAB\textsuperscript{8} simulations confirm that, given an uncoded BER of $10^{-4}$, the RS(255,239) code will provide a coded BER of $10^{-18}$, which we deem to be error-free. Additionally, MATLAB\textsuperscript{8} and Python simulations show that burst errors are corrected when pairing a simple block interleaver with the RS(255,239) code. The MATLAB\textsuperscript{8} simulation includes a model of the atmospheric channel, and the atmospheric channel accounts for the effects of absorption and scatter, scintillation, shot noise, and thermal noise. Figure 14 generated from the MATLAB\textsuperscript{8} simulation shows how we expect the optical channel to affect the waveform.

For a transmitter using 32-PPM and limited to 0.2 W average optical output power, Fig. 14 shows what we expect the waveform to look like after passing through the optical channel. The simulations show that NODE can obtain error-free performance while using the channel model when using M-PPM, RS(255,239), and a block interleaver. The simulation is currently being adjusted so that the channel model adds timing errors that will occur due to oscillator drift and Doppler. Additionally, since NODE will employ a post-processing receiver, clock recovery will occur digitally in software, and clock recovery algorithms are being developed in MATLAB\textsuperscript{8}. The receiver must determine the slot clock and symbol clock from the PPM waveform in order to recover the data, where the slot clock determines the slot boundaries while the symbol clock determines the symbol boundaries.\textsuperscript{90,95,96,98} We are developing a digital early-late gate to recover the slot clock.\textsuperscript{95,99} The intersymbol guard times inserted at the transmitter help in recovering the symbol clock once the slot clock has been obtained. A correlation across the dead times and choosing the minimum correlation will reveal the symbol clock.\textsuperscript{95}

Upon obtaining the slot clock and symbol clock, demodulation will be performed to correctly recover the data. Framing will be employed on the FPGA to provide an acquisition sequence and idle fill; and we consider this framing to be physical layer framing. The acquisition sequence will provide good correlation features, much like the acquisition sequence used in LLCD.\textsuperscript{99} NODE’s acquisition sequence will employ a multitude of PPM orders in order to give it good correlation features. The acquisition sequence will aid in initial clock recovery. The idle fill will provide a means to keep data flowing into the modulator when the first in first out on the FPGA is empty or the data path to the FPGA experiences delays. NODE will use 1 s frames, much like those used in Ref. 100; however, we will not need to insert synchronization symbols since we use intersymbol guard times. We will not use a spatial acquisition sequence as our transmitter will have a tracking mode, and our acquisition sequence will serve the same purpose as

![Fig. 13 NODE waveform block diagram: waveform, coding, interleaving, and receiver electronics.](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Optical-Engineering/111610-14)
the frame sync pattern in Ref. 100. One-second frames were chosen as they work well with the 1-s interleaver, meaning we do not have to interleave over multiple frames.

5 Summary and Future Work

The goal of NODE is to demonstrate a rate-scalable, low-SWaP, low-cost laser communications downlink from a CubeSat. In the initial demonstration, the objective is to achieve downlink rates better than 10 Mbps to a 30-cm ground station aperture with 0.2 W transmit power as a pathfinder toward even higher-rate, low-cost CubeSat lasercom systems. This will enable future CubeSat missions with power-limited and downlink-limited payloads to run the payloads and downlink at higher duty cycles.

In this paper, we summarized and extended the work of Kingsbury22 and reported findings from both simulation and prototyping. We described a probabilistic approach to lasercom link budgets that uses uncertainty analysis and sensitivity analysis to guide design and testing, and found that with a modest initial demonstration beamwidth of 2.26 mrad, we expect greater than 90% probability of positive margin for a 10-Mbps link to the 30-cm AT at 1000-km range and for a 43-Mbps link to the 1-m OCTL ground station under moderate atmospheric conditions. Electronics prototyping includes the thermoelectric cooler (TEC) control and mirror driver, and ongoing TEC software development and calibration. Mechanical development includes a concept for housing that uses additive manufacturing, component-level thermal testing to work toward space-qualifying the COTS transmitter components, and radiation analysis that indicates radiation is not a major concern for this initial short demonstration. The approach to use an RS(255,239) code applied after Gray coding (to reduce the chance that a PPM symbol could cross RS blocks) was described in detail, along with the rationale for a 1-s block interleaver depth. A MATLAB® simulation was developed that demonstrated error-free communications with these constraints. Simulations of coarse and fine stage pointing error combined with an analysis of misalignment predict pointing error of ±0.3 mrad 3-σ, well within the ±1.05 mrad requirement. Analysis of the two-stage approach to the ground station and receive APD for the AT identified 119.1 mrad as the ground station pointing requirement. Testing of a new star-tracking alignment approach demonstrated that the current ground station telescope coarse stage can achieve about 60 arc sec pointing error (about 0.3 mrad). This will inform selection of the second stage, and FSM, which will achieve the requirement.

While this paper describes the development of an initial onorbit NODE demonstration, future systems may build on the work of NODE to improve the data rate. While future CubeSats will still be power-limited, the data rate can increase by improving component performance, such as higher quality transmitter components that allow more diverse slot widths, incorporating WDM, and improving the pointing capability.
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